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INTRODUCTION 
 

The Volunteers in Play – Employment Routes (VIPER) Project (October 2013 – September 2015), 

foresees the analysis of volunteer training needs in the area of playwork in all participating 

countries. 

In the framework of the project’s Work Package n. 2 (Mapping of Countries’ Volunteer Training 

Needs), this report presents the Italian contribution to the volunteer training needs analysis 

and complements the desk research findings with the results of the interviews undertaken 

between December 2013 and January 2014 with employers and volunteers active in the field of 

playwork and children. 

Interviews were undertaken both face-to-face and by email. The latter ones were quite scarce, 

due to the fact that most volunteers or prospective volunteers could be contacted and 

interviewed on-the-spot in the different play and children centres we visited.  

Our survey indicates how volunteering in the field of childcare and play with children is very 

spread out in Italy. This is particularly true for NGOs and caritative associations that heavily rely 

on volunteers.  

Training in this area is considered important and there is definetely a need for it, according to 

both employers and volunteers. However, the difficulties linked with the sector’s labour market 

show that if, on the one hand, the Volunteers in Play training course would expand volunteers’ 

competences and training, on the other hand, it would not necessarily bring to the creation of 

“more jobs”. 
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1. Analysis of employer interviews 
 

1.1 Employers interviewed 

 

We interviewed a total of 8 employers in Palermo. Table 1 below indicates their names and the 

kind of employer: 

Tab. 1 Name and kind of employer interviewed 

Type of employer Name of employer 

Multiethnic kindergarten Centro internazionale delle culture Ubuntu 

Association-run kindergarten Giardino di Madre Teresa 

Multiethnic kindergarten Casa di tutte le genti 

Play centre Centro Salesiano Santa Chiara 

Afterschool association for migrant 
children 

Centro Astalli (Jesuit Refugee Service Italy) 

Children’s library Biblioteca dei bambini e dei ragazzi “Le 
Balate” 

NGO working with children Centro per lo Sviluppo Creativo Danilo Dolci 

Mom Private employer 

 

 Ubuntu is a kindergarten for 30 children, who are 

aged 6 months to 9 years. It is open from Monday to 

Saturday from 8 am to 6 pm. Children have almost 

exclusively a migrant background.1 

 Giardino di Madre 

Teresa2 is also a kindergarden 

for children with migrant 

origins, in the heart of the historical centre of Palermo. 

 Casa di tutte le genti3 is an educational institution 

designed to accommodate children from a few months to 12 

years, run by migrant women and volunteers. 

 Santa Chiara4 is a play-centre for children aged 8-16 years. 

Children are offered daily after-school activities, sports, music and hands-on workshops. 

                                                           
1
 http://www.cesie.org/evs/ubuntu/  

2
 http://www.cesie.org/evs/giardino-di-madre-teresa/  

3
 http://www.cesie.org/evs/casa-di-tutte-le-genti/  

4
 http://www.cesie.org/evs/santa-chiara/  

http://www.cesie.org/evs/ubuntu/
http://www.cesie.org/evs/giardino-di-madre-teresa/
http://www.cesie.org/evs/casa-di-tutte-le-genti/
http://www.cesie.org/evs/santa-chiara/
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 Centro Astalli5 is an association offering afterschool and play activities for children aged 

8-16 years. 

 “Le Balate”6 is a library dedicated to play and 

reading activities for school children. 

Volunteers are often university students in 

psychology, development education, and 

social services etc.  

 Centro per lo Sviluppo Creativo Danilo Dolci7 is 

a non-profit organization dedicated to 

spreading non-violence education and to 

projects for the social and educational 

development of children. 

Most of these centres and kindergardens carry out after school and recreational activities for 

children. Other activities include: 

- Childcare 

- Recreational and ludic activities 

- Sport  

- Summer camps 

- One-day excursions 

- Practical games 

- Outdoor games with obstacle courses 

- Activities for children with disabilities 

- Music 

- Graphics 

- Manipulation  

- Cooking, artistic, photo workshops. 

 

1.2 Employers and their volunteers 

 

Four out of seven employers indicated that their volunteers belonged to all age groups (16 to 

over 60 year olds). However six out of seven employers referred that most of their volunteers 

belonged to the age groups “20-25“ and “over 25 year olds”. 
                                                           
5
 http://www.cesie.org/evs/centro-astalli/  

6
 http://www.bibliotecadellebalate.org/  

7
 http://danilodolci.org/en  

http://www.cesie.org/evs/centro-astalli/
http://www.bibliotecadellebalate.org/
http://danilodolci.org/en
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Employers stated that the main competences of their volunteers with regards to play were 

linked to their approach to children, rather than to specific skills. Employers also asserted that 

volunteers should acquire specific qualities such as to be attentive and aware of children’s 

needs. Table 2 summarizes these findings. 

Tab. 2 Volunteers’ competences in play and the desired qualities 

Volunteers’ competences in play Best qualities volunteers should have  

Knowing how to include all children in various 
activities 

Attentiveness 
 

Musical, artistic and manual competences Being aware of children’s needs 

Patience Being an active listener 

Flexibility Knowing how to play in groups 

Empathy Knowing how to establish relations with 
children 

Cheerfulness Perseverance 

Participation Knowing how to enhance children’s capacities  

Sense of initiative How to stimulate children 

 

1.3 Employers’ opinions on volunteer training needs 
 

Whether training would be useful or not  

According to seven of the eight employers interviewed, training would indeed be useful to their 

volunteers and employees as it would not only enhance their capacities regarding play but also 

their capacity to relate with each other and with children themselves. Moreover, employers 

stated that training would contribute to make volunteers more aware of their role from the 

outset of their volunteering experience. 

According to only one employer, volunteers who have already worked with children might 

already have the necessary social and communication competences and would not need a 

specific training course. 

The ideal length of a training course  

Four out of six employers believed that the ideal length of a training course should be over 10 

hours. This reflects the fact that in Italy, trainings in this area usually last longer (at least 4 days-

long8). The following suggestions were made as to the ideal length of the training course: 

                                                           
8
 http://www.alipergiocare.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=250 

http://www.alipergiocare.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=250
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- 900 hours across a months’ long period of volunteering 

- 30 hours across four days 

- 12 hours  

- More than 10 hours 

Only two employers felt that the course should last less, ie: 

- 2-3 hours every two months 

- 6-8 hours across two or three days  

The aspects of training to be included in a training course   

According to employers, the most important topics for a training course were: understanding 

play, health and safety requirements and outdoor play opportunities. 

Fig. 1 Topics to be included in a training course for volunteers 

 

Employers also stated they would have liked to include the following aspects in the training: 

1) Team working skills (with fellow colleagues and volunteers); 

2) First aid notions; 

3) Activities related to nature and sustainable development; 

4) Knowledge of children’s psycho-physical development; 

6 

6 

5 

5 

5 

4 

4 

4 

3 

2 
2 1 Understanding play

Health & Safety requirements

Outdoor play opportunities

Practical build / construction
skills/ use of tools

Equalities & inclusion

Participation

Building relationships with
children & young people

Practical play opportunities
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5) Learning how to educate children. 

2. Analysis of volunteer Interviews 
 

2.1 Volunteers interviewed 

 

A total of twenty-four volunteers were interviewed face-to-face or by email. Eight were men 

and sixteen women (of which only three with children). Figure 2 shows the numbers of 

volunteers interviewed, their age and education level. 

Fig. 2 Volunteers interviewed per age group and education level  (Dec. 2013 – Jan. 

2014) 

 

As demonstrated by the figure above, almost half of the interviewed volunteers were university 

graduates between 24 and 34 years of age.  

Almost all volunteers interviewed had already been involved in volunteering activities as well as 
in activities with children. The latter included: afterschool activities, dance workshops, 
recreational activities, summer camps, outdoor games, free play, painting, music, drawing, 
singing, sport, constructions, baby-sitting. 
 

3 

11 

5 

5 

Elderly volunteers (49 - 65 year
olds)

Graduates and post-graduates
that completed their studies (24 -
34 year olds)

Undergraduate and post-graduate
students (22 - 27 year olds)

High school graduates (16 - 20
year olds)
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Volunteers interviewed were highly motivated in working with children. They found it made 
them feel good and some asserted that they considered education as an “instrument for 
democracy”. Volunteers also stated that by working with children they learnt to be more 
confident, more patient and to grow personally. 
Many of the volunteers interviewed were aware of their important role with regards to children 
and found that through their activities they could enhanche children’s ability to respect others, 
educate them and give them happiness and a sense of responsability.  
 

2.2 Volunteering as a career pathway 

 
45% of volunteers interviewed felt that volunteering did constitute a stepping stone into 
working with children. 28% of them felt that volunteering was a chance for them to understand 
if working with children corresponded to their interests and that it helped them acquire some 
important skills. The remaining 27% felt that volunteering with children is a “mission more than 
a profession” and that it would only constitute a mere hobby rather than a stepping stone into 
the labour market.  
As demonstrated by table 3 hereunder, it seems that there is no correlation between 
volunteers’ education level and their consideration of volunteering as a career pathway. 
However, it can be noticed that, as age increases, the proportional number of people 
considering volunteering as a career pathway progressively decreases. This might be explained 
by the fact that at a certain age, people have either been absorbed by the labour market and 
consider volunteering as a hobby, or they still do not work but do not feel that volunteering in 
this field will bring them any real job opportunity. 
 
Tab. 3 Volunteering as a career pathway for volunteers according to their 

education level and age 

 

 High school 
pupils and 
graduates 
(16 – 20 
year olds) 

Undergraduate 
and post-
graduate 
students (22 – 
27 year olds) 

Graduates 
and post-
graduates 
that 
completed 
their 
studies (24 
– 34 year 
olds) 

Elderly 
volunteers 
(49 – 65 
year olds) 

Total 

Yes 4 3 3 / 11 

Maybe 1 2 4 / 7 

No / / 3 3 6 

Total 5 5 11 3 24 
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2.3 Volunteer training needs 

 
30% of the volunteers interviewed received previous relevant training. The main courses 
undertaken included:  
 

 courses in ludic activities; 
 training as a trainer in recreational activities; 
 pedagogy university degree; 
 communicating with children courses;  
 children’s rights; 
 how to behave with children. 

 
The remaining 70% did not receive any previous relevant training. Moreover, of the eleven 
persons that stated that they saw volunteering as a first step into employment (ref. Tab. 3 
above), only four stated they had previous relevant training and the remaining seven did not.  
 

Fig. 3 Persons considering volunteering as a career pathway according to training received 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As Fig. 3 demonstrates, there’s a need for training in this particular field in Italy, since up to 64% 
of the volunteers wishing to work in the area of child care or playwork received no training at 
all. 
 
On average, interviewees stated that they would be willing to volunteer 11 hours a week and to 
be trained 8 hours a week or 27 hours in total. 
 
Twenty of the twenty-four volunteers interviewed stated that they would like a training course 
to be certified and accredited. Two of them said that they would not like such training and two 

36% 

64% 

Persons considering volunteering as a first step 
into employment 

with previous relevant training

without any previous relevant training
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that the course might be useful but that experience would be more valuable. Moreover, several 
volunteers pointed out that even if the course were certified and accredited it would not be 
very easy to find a job in this area anyway. 
 
 
Volunteers’ desiderata  

Interviewees stated that a training course should enable them to enhance several skills and 
competences. Table 4 summarizes the main ones: 
 

Skills and knowledge to include in a possible training course for volunteers in Italy 

How to motivate children to play with you 

Learning other languages to be able to play with migrant children 

How to devise games to play with children 
Learning about how children’s interact with one another 

Knowledge of children’s development 
Roles and responsabilities of volunteers 

Reciprocal respect amongst children 

Dynamism 

Flexibility 

Creativity  
Openness 

How to play/work with children of different ages 
Conflict management 

Group management 
Planning skills 

Learn how to teach without imposing  

How to relate with other colleagues 

Empathy 

Learning how to adapt play according to kids and to their moods 
Control of emotions and impulsivity 

 
Almost all interviewees had already endeavoured in volunteering with children. According to 
them, play is children’s “job” and it enables children to express themselves, to learn from 
others, to deal with defeats and frustration. Volunteers felt that play entails learning new 
things, new roles, respecting rules and teamworking. It makes children understand that they 
must respect each another, develop their creativity and intelligence. 
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What would you like to learn to enhance your work supporting children’s  play?  

Volunteers provided different answers to this question. Some of the most frequent answers are 
listed in Table 5 below: 
 

Skills to better support children’s play 

How to relate with children 

How to create connections amongst children 
Develop a ludic/recreational approach  

To learn to play with children and not just to let them play by themselves 

How to make children learn through play 
How to make yourself heard 

How to manage conflicts 
Knowing what volunteers’ responsabilities are 

Being more sporty 
Patience 

Fantasy 

How to manage larger and smaller groups of children 
To learn new didactic games 

To acquire pedagogic competences 
To enhance artistic competences (such as drawing, music, theatre, dance) 

 
Preferred settings 

With regards to settings in which to play with children, volunteers asserted they were happy 
with both indoor and outdoor infrastructures and facilities. However, a large majority 
considered how being outside, preferably in contact with nature, would have best 
corresponded to their aspirations.  
 
 
How to better play with children  

According to volunteers interviewed, play in Italy is to be bettered off under different aspects. 

Table 6 below summarizes the main findings. 

 

 How play with children will be bettered off 

The 
importance 
of play 

Parents should better understand play  

The importance of play must be kept in mind by educators and volunteers 

Personnel Persons working with children should be better trained  
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Volunteers playing with children should be better supervised 
Approach 
with 
children 

Children should not always be let to decide what to play with otherwise 
they get used to the fact that it’s always up to them to decide 
Cultural differences amongst children are to be better considered 

Types of 
play 
activities 

Children should run/play/move outside more often 
Fun games and sports should be done more often (bikes etc) 

Play should be better organized 
Simpler games should be played in order for all children to better 
understand them 
More creativity 

Settings More space 
Fresher and cleaner air 

More infrastructures for children 
 
 

3. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Volunteers working in the childcare and playwork sector in Italy are generally interested in 

attending a training course on play with children. However, the main obstacles to a successful 

implementation in Italy of the Volunteers in Play training course are: 

1) The fact that, as shown in the desk research report, play sector in Italy is very limited 

and children’s right to play is not very well assured for; 

2) Volunteers in this sector can almost exclusively be found in the private not-for-profit 

sector. By nature, this sector does not tend to employ volunteers as there is not much 

funding for them to do so; 

3) Volunteers are often volunteering as a hobby or part-time activity – which is not 

necessarily linked with their professional path; 

4)  When indeed volunteers might be willing to work in this sector, as there are very few 

organizations working in the area of play, they try to volunteer and find jobs rather in 

kindergartens and nurseries for which specific courses need to be attended often by 

law; 

5) In the field of afterschool and play activities, employers do believe that a course for 

their volunteers (and employees) would be advisable and fruitful. Some of them 

however believed that in the area of playwork no specific competences are required and 

that a course on “play” would not be necessary. 
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On the other hand, since most play settings for children are private, and might be willing to hire 
trained entries, it's possible that the "Volunteers in Play" course may indeed be useful for 
trainees or volunteers involved in such settings, and really constitute a stepping stone into 
working with children.  
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